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Thru the Bible Vol. 27: The Prophets (Hosea/Joel) 1995-12-17 radio messages from j vernon
mcgee delighted and enthralled listeners for years with simple straightforward language and
clear understanding of the scripture now enjoy his personable yet scholarly style in a 60
volume set of commentaries that takes you from genesis to revelation with new understanding
and insight each volume includes introductory sections detailed outlines and a thorough
paragraph by paragraph discussion of the text a great choice for pastors and even better
choice for the average bible reader and student very affordable in a size that can go anywhere
it s available as a complete 60 volume series in old testament or new testament sets or
individually
The Minor Prophets: Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah and Jonah 1885 taken together the twelve
prophets offer a panoramic view of israel s religion during one of the most critical periods
in the israelites history hosea joel amos obadiah and jonah are the figures considered in this
first of peter c craigie s two volume work although differing in substance as well as style
these prophetic books are united in their common purpose the declaration of the word of god to
the people of god carrying forward brilliantly the pattern established by barclay s new
testament series the daily study bible has been extended to cover the entire old testament as
well invaluable for individual devotional study for group discussion and for classroom use the
daily study bible provides a useful reliable and eminently readable way to discover what the
scriptures were saying then and what god is saying today
Twelve Prophets: Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, and Jonah 1984-01-01 the bible is simply a love
letter compiled into sixty six books and written over a period ofsixteen hundred years by more
than forty authors living on three continents although theauthors came from different
backgrounds there is one message one theme one thread that runs throughout the entire bible
from the first book genesis to the last book revelation that message is god s redeeming love
for mankind a message that is as relevant for us today as it was two thousand years ago the
scope of the early minor prophets hosea joel amos obadiah jonah and micah is broad indeed
chronologically they span more than four centuries from approximately 848 to 425 bc
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geographically they touch israel judah syria moab ammon edom egypt ethiopia and assyria
thematically they explore such topics as love mercy compassion wrath judgment holiness
obedience disobedience hope repentance and many more as you begin your study of these books be
prepared for gripping and graphic portrayalsof both god and man hosea s picture of god s love
for his adulterous people symbolizedby the prophet s love for his adulterous wife jonah s
portrayal of himself as a disobedient runaway prophet pursued by a patient god amos s colorful
visions of god s judgment that would come because of his continued disobedience and obadiah s
classic portrait of pride the setting of these books may be ancient but their message is
modern you will meet the eternal god in them and you will meet yourself welcome to the minor
prophets whose message is major
The Minor Prophets 1966 often called minor prophets these first great classical prophets spoke
to issues that dominated their times love redemption fidelity renewal authority justice
righteousness and inclusivity and that continue to have great relevance today books in the
westminster bible companion series assist laity in their study of the bible as a guide to
christian faith and practice each volume explains the biblical book in its original historical
context and explores its significance for faithful living today these books are ideal for
individual study and for bible study classes and groups
The Early Minor Prophets 2005 brings noted evangelical scholars together to offer an
authoritative evangelical treatment of the minor prophets volume one features commentary by
thomas mccomiskey hosea raymond dillard joel and jeffrey niehaus amos
The Minor Prophets ...: Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Jonah, and Micah 1904 surrounded by
military and political threats the people of israel were led into dangerous alliances and war
survivors were subjected to steep taxation exile intermarriage and more and loyalty to god
diminished with the destruction of the temple in jerusalem by the babylonians all faith seemed
lost enter the minor prophets bringers of oracles parables and poems named minor not for their
lack of significance but for the briefness of their texts like jonah in the fish they confess
sin and foresee judgment but emerge from the darkness to tell of forgiveness restoration
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abundant blessings and salvation like the temple which was rebuilt the loyalty of the lord
will grow and prosper
Hosea, Joel, and Amos 1997-01-01 the most authoritative consistently evangelical treatment on
the prophetic message this is one of the first commentaries to use the nrsv includes
expository thoughts on the prophets teachings and applications of the message bibliography
first in a three volume set
The Twelve Prophets 1984 the abingdon old testament commentaries provide compact critical
commentaries on the books of the old testament for the use of theological students and pastors
the commentaries are also useful for upper level college or university students and for those
responsible for teaching in congregational settings in addition to providing basic information
and insights into the old testament writings these commentaries exemplify the tasks and
procedures of careful interpretation to assist students of the old testament in coming to an
informed and critical engagement with the biblical texts themselves the prophetic books
gathered together in the book of the twelve are sometimes called the minor prophets because of
their relatively small size when compared with isaiah jeremiah and ezekiel they are often
neglected at least partly because their words of judgment make the reader uncomfortable yet
they have considerable theological and ethical value for their call for social justice
especially amos and micah their insights about the passionate love of god in hosea god s grace
and forgiveness jonah hosea and elsewhere and the finality of hope even in the face of
terrible catastrophes
Minor Prophets 2020-05-19 the new american commentary is for the minister or bible student who
wants to understand and expound the scriptures notable features include commentary based on
the new international version the niv text printed in the body of the commentary sound
scholarly methodology that reflects capable research in the original languages interpretation
that emphasizes the theological unity of each book and of scripture as a whole readable and
applicable exposition
Prophets III 2014 with their messages of doom and judgment the minor prophets have not been
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popular subjects in the history of biblical interpretation in this exegetical and expository
commentary noted scholars remedy this neglect by offering an authoritative evangelical
treatment on the prophets this volume the first of three features commentary by thomas
mccomiskey hosea raymond dillard joel and jeffrey niehaus amos the authors not only provide
meticulous exegesis of the hebrew text but also relate the message of the ancient prophets to
contemporary life in practical and meaningful ways
The Minor Prophets: Hosea, Joel, and Amos 1992 then the lord answered job out of the whirlwind
julian of eclanum c 386 455 was the bishop of eclanum located in modern day italy in this
volume in ivp s ancient christian texts series thomas scheck provides a new translation of
julian s commentaries on the biblical books of job and those of three minor prophets hosea
joel and amos here readers will gain insight into how early christians read texts such as god
s speech to job hosea s symbolic representation of god s unending love for a faithless israel
joel s anticipation of the outpouring of the holy spirit and amos s call for social justice
while julian was a well known leader among the pelagians whose theology was famously opposed
by augustine of hippo and ultimately determined to be outside the bounds of the church s
orthodoxy the pelagian movement was a significant element within the early church and although
julian s pelagianism does not fundamentally affect the commentaries presented in this volume
christians can gain insight into the truths of scripture by reading the text alongside others
even when or perhaps especially when we might disagree with other aspects of their beliefs
ancient christian texts are new english translations of full length commentaries or sermon
series from ancient christian authors that allow you to study key writings of the early church
fathers in a fresh way
Abingdon Old Testament Commentaries: Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Jonah, Micah 2011-09-01 this
edition which now combines three volumes into one offers an authoritative evangelical
treatment of the prophets here noted scholars provide meticulous exegesis of the hebrew text
and relate the message of the ancient prophets to contemporary life the authors provide their
own translations alongside that of the new revised standard version in the commentary proper
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the exegesis at the top of each page examines the hebrew text in detail interacts with current
literature and sets forth sound conclusions the exposition at the bottom of each page
discusses related theological and hermeneutical issues explains the flow of the prophetic
narrative and makes appropriate applications from publisher description
Hosea, Joel 1997-12-15 no other reference gets to the heart of the old testament as
efficiently as the holman old testament commentary when you ve got the time this series offers
a detailed interpretation based on the popular niv text when time is short this series
delivers an essential understanding of the old testament with unsurpassed clarity and
convenience pastors lay bible teachers and others who find their subject material rich and
challenging but their preparation time running out will be informed and inspired by this
approach to old testament scholarship which includes the main idea a brief yet accurate
statement about the purpose meaning and importance of the bible book under discussion quick
quotes comments from noted writers and theologians suitable for citing in your own
presentation succinct summaries each main theme or lesson summarized clearly and accurately
details illustrations historical facts grammatical notations discussion points teaching plans
and more make every minute of prep time more meaningful with the holman old testament
commentary book jacket
The Minor Prophets 2018-08-21 excerpt from the minor prophets hosea joel amos obadiah jonah
and micah vol 1 introductions revised version with notes illustrations about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books
uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection
in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do
however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain
are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
The Minor Prophets, 1 2012-12 in the language of the bible prophecy has quite a broad meaning
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but refers primarily to the idea of speaking in the name of god the entire old testament could
be said to be prophetic but some books carry the names of twelve minor prophets a distinction
based on their length not all of them easy to date the authors and editors of these books in
the roll of the twelve prophets lived at times between the eighth century and second century
bc
Commentaries on Job, Hosea, Joel, and Amos 2021-01-12 there is generally no common material
that binds together the works of the individual prophets that comprise the twelve but through
sweeney s commentary they stand together as a single clearly defined book among the other
prophetic books of the bible the book of the twelve prophets is a multifaceted literary
composition that functions simultaneously in all jewish and christian versions of the bible as
a single prophetic book and as a collection of twelve individual prophetic books each of the
twelve individual books hosea joel amos obadiah jonah micah nahum habakkuk zephaniah haggai
zechariah and malachi begins with its own narrative introduction that identifies the prophet
and provides details concerning the historical setting and literary characteristics in this
manner each book is clearly distinguished from the others within the overall framework of the
twelve by employing a combination of literary methodologies such as reader response criticism
canonical criticism and structural form criticism sweeney establishes the literary structure
of the book of the twelve as a whole and of each book with their respective ideological or
theological perspectives an introductory chapter orients readers to questions posed by reading
the book of the twelve as a coherent piece of literature and to a literary overview of the
twelve sweeney then treats each of the twelve individual prophetic books in the order of the
masoretic canon providing a discussion of each one s structure theme and outlook this is
followed by a detailed literary discussion of the textual units that comprise the book
The Minor Prophets 1992 the first volume to focus exclusively on the reception history of
hosea joel and obadiah hosea joel and obadiah through the centuries explores the reception
history of the three hebrew prophets hosea joel and obadiah offering original insights into
the interpretation use and impact of these prophetic texts and traditions in this unique book
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biblical scholar bradford a anderson examines the use of these texts in different religious
communities surveys various commentaries and interpretive traditions and addresses the social
and cultural employment of these prophetic works in areas such as literature music and the
visual arts situating hosea joel and obadiah as part of the book of the twelve or minor
prophets the volume first addresses the reception of the three prophetic works followed by the
author s commentary each prophetic text is introduced by a chapter containing a brief history
of interpretation and discussion of key historical and literary issues important theological
thematic and rhetorical issues and the religious social and cultural reception of the prophet
and the book throughout the text the author engages with recurring conversation partners that
highlight important and interesting trajectories in the afterlives of the prophetic books
outlines the ways hosea joel and obadiah have been used and understood down through the
centuries addresses early jewish and rabbinic interpretation christian contexts and critical
reception investigates the impact of the texts in the religious traditions of judaism and
christianity contains chapter by chapter commentary by a leading scholar in the subject
feature a wealth of high quality images highlighting the visual reception of the prophets part
of the wiley blackwell bible commentaries series hosea joel and obadiah through the centuries
is an excellent text for advanced undergraduate and postgraduate students working on these
prophetic works and a must have resource for scholars clergy and religious leaders
Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Jonah, Micah 2005 thomas scheck provides a new translation of
julian s commentaries on the biblical books of job and those of three minor prophets hosea
joel and amos here readers will gain insight into how early christians read texts such as god
s speech to job hosea s symbolic representation of god s unending love for a faithless israel
joel s anticipation of the outpouring of the holy spirit and amos s call for social justice
The Minor Prophets, Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Jonah, and Micah, Vol. 1 2018-02-04 revised
and updated based on the nrsv and niv translations covers every book verse by verse each
volume also contains maps charts a pronunciation guide and a glossary
Minor Prophets 2005 written by preachers and teachers for preachers and teachers the preacher
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s commentary offers pastors teachers and bible study leaders clear and compelling insights
into the bible that will equip them to understand apply and teach the truth in god s word each
volume is written by one of today s top scholars and includes innovative ideas for preaching
and teaching god s word vibrant paragraph by paragraph exposition impelling real life
illustrations insightful and relevant contemporary application an introduction which reveals
the author s approach a full outline of the biblical book being covered scripture passages
using the new king james version and explanations combining fresh insights with readable
exposition and relatable examples the preacher s commentary will help you minister to others
and see their lives transformed through the power of god s word whether preacher teacher or
bible study leader if you re a communicator the preacher s commentary will help you share god
s word more effectively with others
The Minor Prophets 19?? here is generally no common material that binds together the works of
the individual prophets that comprise the twelve but through sweeney s commentary they stand
together as a single clearly defined book among the other prophetic books of the bible the
book of the twelve prophets is a multifaceted literary composition that functions
simultaneously in all jewish and christian versions of the bible as a single prophetic book
and as a collection of twelve individual prophetic books each of the twelve individual books
hosea joel amos obadiah jonah micah nahum habakkuk zephaniah haggai zechariah and malachi
begins with its own narrative introduction that identifies the prophet and provides details
concerning the historical setting and literary characteristics in this manner each book is
clearly distinguished from the others within the overall framework of the twelve by employing
a combination of literary methodologies such as reader response criticism canonical criticism
and structural form criticism sweeney establishes the literary structure of the book of the
twelve as a whole and of each book with their respective ideological or theological
perspectives an introductory chapter orients readers to questions posed by reading the book of
the twelve as a coherent piece of literature and to a literary overview of the twelve sweeney
then treats each of the twelve individual prophetic books in the order of the masoretic canon
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providing a discussion of each one s structure theme and outlook this is followed by a
detailed literary discussion of the textual units that comprise the book
Berit Olam: The Twelve Prophets 2016-03-16 commentary descriptionbible study notes and
commentary on the old testament books of hosea joel amos and obadiah emphasizes understanding
the text with practical applications intended to be helpful to all christians including
teachers and preachers while avoiding an emphasis on technical issues written from the
conservative viewpoint of faith in the bible as the absolute inerrant verbally inspired word
of god comments include discussion of these topics israel s unfaithfulness to god dangers of
idolatry god s rule in the nations decline and fall of wicked societies responsibility of
rulers and religious leaders to teach obedience to god danger of participating in the sins of
other people sins of pride violence mistreatment of those who are unfortunate
The Minor Prophets 1929 as we approach the end of the old testament and the conclusion of the
bible according to jeanne series these final books seem quieter and less original than many of
the previous thunderings of the mighty major prophets this is an erroneous impression because
most of these minor prophets lived and worked prior to the advent of the major prophets it is
necessary to see these individual minor prophets as people in their own right and to read
their prophecies as unique and noteworthy i m always eager to dig deeper
Hosea, Joel, and Obadiah Through the Centuries 2024-04-22 this series weaves together the new
international version rm of the bible with in depth commentary to enrich your understanding of
the bible features include easy to read commentary that follows the text so you learn as you
read bible passages at top of each page for easy reference niv bible text highlighted in bold
important facts are identified to expand understanding of bible times and help apply passages
to life today this series is an excellent companion text for bible study leaders and for
individual use
The Minor Prophets 1973-06-01 through the commentary and questions of this outstanding bible
study plan old testament scripture will take on a new clarity and relevance in your life this
volume will answer many of your questions and provide you with fresh insights
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A New Translation of the Hebrew Prophets: Joel ; Amos ; Hosea ; Isaiah ; and, Micah (2nd ed.,
with additions and corrections, 1843) 1843 this book is the last in a series of four books
about prophecy this volume is about the often overlooked minor prophets in reality they
include very interesting information about events that happened after their time and events
still in our future amos hosea micah and nahum wrote in the eighth and seventh centuries bc
before christ about coming judgment joel jonah zephaniah and habakkuk wrote in the ninth
through seventh centuries bc about faith and repentance haggai zechariah and malachi wrote in
the eighth and seventh centuries bc haggai s ministry was to scold the returned exiles for
their delay in rebuilding the temple and to encourage them to set to work zechariah predicted
the second coming of christ his reign his priesthood his kingship and more malachi is the
final prophet with the last message of the old testament it includes the hope in the prophecy
of john the baptist s ministry this series is contained in four books the whole scope of
prophecy must be considered in determining the meaning of any particular passage therefore a
reading of all four books will greatly improve understanding this volume includes a bonus
chapter the book of revelation
Three Prophetic Voices 1971
Commentaries on Job, Hosea, Joel and Amos 2021
Basic Bible Commentary Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah and Jonah 1994-06
The Hebrew Prophets 1968
The Preacher's Commentary - Vol. 22: Hosea / Joel / Amos / Obadiah / Jonah 2004-07-28
Berit Olam: The Twelve Prophets, Volume 1: Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Jonah 2021-12-30
Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Jonah 1990
Commentary on Hosea, Joel, Amos, & Obadiah 2021-04-30
Hosea, Joel, Amos 1989
The Books of HOSEA, JOEL and AMOS 2020-10-30
Joel and Amos 1977
Hosea, Joel, Amos 1994-06-01
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Hosea - Joel - Amos 2006-05-01
Prophecy: The Minor Prophets 2024-03-02
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